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ABOUT TRANSITORYWHITE
Preface by Ira Konyukhova

TransitoryWhite is an online platform for the connectivity of intersected discourses of local, 
regional, and global perspectives on art, design and activism. TransitoryWhite is about con-
temporary art from the blind spots (“white spots”) from Central Asia, Caucasus and Eastern 
Europe. Despite the territories heterogeneous cultural, historical and religious diversity, the 
respective countries share a fundamental experience of a realised utopia, which lasted over 
more than 70 years. In the turbulent time of the 20th century, the political events taking place 
were differing from those in Europe, which also resulted in an original set of cultural and 
aesthetic questions. The uniqueness of these questions was underlined by the particular term 
“Post-Soviet” which was coined to describe the political, economic and artistic transition 
from the communist regime to the democratic states. While we don’t deny that the initial 
generalisation was making sense, we claim for the new discussions and discourses for the art 
from these regions which are not tied by the restrains of its brand. We would love to show 

video art, bio art, art on the edge of science, communal projects, feminist initiatives, new me-
dia performances and much more on our platform and give the possibility for discovering the 
transnational connections and influences of the artists from these countries. Apart from that, 
we aim to translate and to publish the new and old texts written by the local art historians, art 
theoreticians and curators, which are usually expelled from the contemporary art discourse.
  Crucial to our investigation of those regions is furthermore, the representation of 
artists and theoreticians from any ethnic, religious, sexual and even political minorities as an 
opposition to the accumulating national discourse. We’re dedicated to exploring any trans-
national networks as well as limits of connection within and on the borders.
  TransitoryWhite is the White Noise of the post-post-Soviet, a constant disturbance, 
a random signal, cacophony, turbulence, restlessness, which - contrary to the musical White 
Noise - is not constant, but is in fluctuation and transition.
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Elena Abashidze is an independent curator and publisher of Danarti Magazine, Tbilisi.

Dear Elene, thank you for finding time for this talk. We know each other through your hus-
band, Andro Eradze, who is an artist and photographer and whom we met during our stay 
in Tbilisi last year. This is how I was introduced to the magazine you’re curating, Danarti. 
Considering how many art and art-related journals existing right now in Georgia, what 
prompted you to create your own magazine? 

Hi Ira! Yes, its thanks to Andro that we met!
Danarti is a series of research-based thematic issues. Ran by three art historians/curators it 
operates as a curatorial platform. It contributes to the contemporary art discourse, but itself 
it rarely publishes contemporary art itself. For instance, we have no exhibition reviews. On 
the contrary, it is a multi-disciplinary magazine, which focuses on a theme, a sensation, a 
historical moment at a time - which is essential for the contemporary art scene of Georgia of 
the moment and tries to unpack these subjects as generously and widely terms of humanita-
rian disciplines, as possible.
All of the issues differ from one another, thematically and structurally. They come out on an 
occasional basis. We are lucky to collaborate with the fantastic institution Kunsthalle Zurich, 
who support us financially and never put pressure on our production system.
We are bilingual, and yes we have some international audience, but first of all, we work for 
the development of the local culture. Culture production here is slow and detached from the 
crazy capitalistic ways of making. So, we are privileged to be slow too. The lack of critical 
thought oriented magazines prompted us to create one of our own. Back then, it was cheap 
to produce a printed newspaper. We started with printed and Georgian only issue. From 
2016 we are also online, where we upload and archive all content and distribute for free. We 
save our limited number of printed issues for various institutional exhibitions, etc.

IN CONVERSATION WITH
Elene Abashidze

 

Interview with Ira Konyukhova
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Once in a conversation we had over Facebook, you mentioned that you’re not satisfied with 
the hip designation of Tbilisi as a new Berlin. Would you please explain why?

Tbilisi as some new Berlin is a branding of the city I would not agree with for various rea-
sons. Firstly, it is created for the Western Gaze. To be more precise, it is created by Western 
European media for the Western European tourism and understanding, it is the Western Eu-
ropean-centric branding, which we have seen happening earlier to other non-Western cultu-
res and it has never worked as a good sign. For this only reason, I as a local person, would 
withdraw and ask others too to oppose this tag. 
Another reason is simple - it is not valid. New Berlin in terms of what? Culture- it is very 
different, Economy? Tbilisi is way poorer than the poor Berlin itself. Nightlife? But is that 
all there is to either Berlin or Tbilisi?

Many Georgian artists who studied abroad have adopted a certain kind of aesthetics which 
appeals to the European collectors and visitors. Speaking about their work, we cannot un-
derstand it while putting it in a national or any other geographical or identitarian context. It 
appears to have a very international, cosmopolitan look. How do you see this development 
from your perspective as Tbilisi-based curator?

Let’s not forget that Contemporary Art was coined in the Western part of the world. It fol-
lowed up with post-Modernism. Today there is a debate, and for good, on what constitutes 
the term? Especially after the East/West divide no longer exists, or so it claims. So there is 
no surprise some of the artists of Georgian decent adopt the former “Western” language of 
Contemporary Art and translate their non-Western background to the “universal”(Western) 
language.
But I see changes in the newer generation, which is one younger than me. I see a weak 
tendency of opposing this pressure of adapting to one particular style, and on the contra-
ry, bring one‘s own language at play. This is a tide I noticed not only in the Caucasus but 
among other non-Western artists. With my most profound respect and admiration towards 
the Western European and American culture, I very much look forward to witnessing the 
tide become a strong wave.
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What does it mean for Georgia to restore its identity in the context of youth culture? Which 
way are the artists of Georgia moving in? What are their prospects and ambitions?

Identity politics is still an issue in Georgia. There is no official cultural policy available in 
the country which at one hand is still “fighting against” it’s Soviet heritage and opens it’s 
doors to the “Western” narratives, and on another hand is creating a history of its own. 
With its unstable governments, it demolishes Soviet Architectural icons (Andropov‘s Ears, 
etc.) and takes down the Soviet symbols, but on the other hand, never changes the narrative 
in Stalin’s Museum in Gori. Lustration never happened here. It is an odd place - Georgia; 
you never know what to expect. So the youth is stuck in between blind admiration and blind 
opposition of its recent past. I guess this is the position to depart from.
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People, particularly women, lose significant control over their daily lives when they become 
parents. Daycare won‘t take kids with fevers. Bad weather, bank holidays, a sick babysitter—
any of these can require a quick change in a working mother‘s day. 
 Our society, patriarchal as its gaze invariably is, does not give motherhood credit, 
motherhood and children are still seen as additions (e.g. „Actor and mother…“ and „She‘s 
also a mother“,  etc.). Of course, mothers and children are amazing; they are considered sacred 
in our culture, but when we treat parenting as a post-it stuck onto the end of a resume of real 
work or achievements, we are neglecting something fundamental. Something fundamentally 
feminist. 
 As an article by Rebecca Traister notes: „The tight knot for women in politics (and 
perhaps in life) has been, will always be, this: Everything associated with motherhood has 
been coded as faintly embarrassing and less than — from mom jeans to mommy‘s brain.“ 
A recent survey in the US shows that 85% of mothers don‘t think the society understands or 
supports motherhood. 
 The art world isn‘t particularly child-friendly either: people openly scoff at children 
at openings or ignore them at best, museums and galleries are not child-friendly, there are few 
kid-friendly residencies, and most art events are in the evenings and don‘t provide childcare 
in Armenia. There‘s a long-standing myth that parenthood and art are incompatible, or that 
one needs to be sacrificed for the other to thrive( see statements by Marina Abramovic, Tracey 
Emin). There‘s a cliche that if you are going to address art and motherhood, you have to make 
sure you do it in a way that‘s interesting and relevant. It‘s almost as if motherhood isn‘t an 
inherently exciting subject matter.
 A recent research in Ireland among artist-parents shows that 83% of respondents were 
primary carers to their children as well as professional artists; 76%  turned down opportunities 
due to lack of childcare; 70% did the majority of their artistic work after bedtime, between 9 
pm and 12 am; and 70% worked from a shared space in the home. This disconnect between 
what diversity looks like in the art world versus behind the scenes occurs everywhere, and it is 
not confined to the relative privilege of the curatorial ranks. It is endemic in our field, and it‘s 
the way most art institutions run. In the post-Soviet countries and Eastern Europe, we are lag-
ging behind the West in terms of self-organized grassroots initiatives and collectives created by 
mothers in arts as a support network pushing for a change for women juggling motherhood and 
artistic careers on the institutionalized level. In post-Soviet space, there is a lack of a collective 
of individuals and organizations committed to family-friendly practices in the contemporary 
art sphere that would stimulate conversation to breaks barriers and stigmas of parenthood in 
contemporary art sphere, while promoting and generating solutions and initiatives. Actually, 
the only example of self-organized movement I can recall was during Electric Yerevan protests 
in 2015 and the Velvet Revolution in 2018: there were attempts to create a group of parent-ac-
tivists who would take turns babysitting the children, enabling the parents to be out at the 
demonstrations (i was one of the initiators) but it did not become popular. 
 In fact, in Armenia contemporary art is still quite a male-dominated sphere, and even 
though the majority of students in the art schools are females, once they graduate, they disap-
pear from the art scene mostly after marrying and becoming mothers, since there is no platform 
for them to be present, to be able to exercise their art without being deprived of the possibility 
to take care of their children.   
 Although feminism is an inclusive movement, motherhood being not only a personal 
but a political decision (we are upbringing the next generation), the feminist circles in Armenia 
are mostly childfree, and one feels somehow excluded from and unrelatable to the discourse 
for merely being a mother. Recently one of the most prominent feminists in Armenia became 
a mother, and I saw on Facebook that she brought her child to a feminist gathering, and I was 
so happy, rubbing hands like, okay, it‘s starting!
 But parenting hasn‘t always been this traumatic, isolating thing that our generation 
is often finding it. During USSR, even though women were pushed to work three shifts, there 
was a care system in place, a kind of a safety net for mothers in form of kindergartens, free 
healthcare and social benefits, as well as pensions to support single mothers, etc. whereas after 
the collapse of the USSR there is but little support for women who try to juggle motherhood, 
a full-time job, activism and artistic practices.  As the old support systems have broken down, 
the pressures on parents become greater.
 With all the roles imposed on a woman in our society, how is a mother supposed 
to cope with it all without a safety network - a community, the village which is not there an-
ymore? Some may rely on their parents, but usually, they are the ones who need our support, 
and this traditional model does not work any more; current educational system is not optimal/
desirable if we want our children to grow into creative, independent freethinkers, so what are 
the existing/possible alternatives?  How can one combine being a single mother and a woman, 
an activist and an artist, working full time and wanting to be pivotal in growing one‘s kids in 
this reality?
 The parent/artist relationship often overlooked in contemporary art needs to be ack-
nowledged, and a precedent should be set that one can still be an artist and a mother/father/
carer and that these roles can conflate. We, as mothers in art, need to raise awareness of mo-
ther-artist obstacles and create work-life balance interventions, healthy work culture, stable 
protocols, and accessible pathways to employment.  
 We should insist on being identified as mother/female artists, and we can not say it 
doesn‘t matter because that is how erasure works. Until the dinosaurs are eradicated, we won‘t 
have the freedom of just existing as male artists do. We live in a world that institutionally and 
violently upholds male artists, so it‘s important to state that I am a female and mother in arts. 
We need to start from somewhere if we believe in access, diversity, inclusion, and all the buz-
zwords of the 21st-century art world. We should to stand up and speak out in support of our 
colleagues when they fight for these rights. 
 We have to get comfortable with motherhood, in the first place if we need more 
women in positions of authority and a more welcoming and flexible environment for them to 
work and thrive in their professional life. To the extent art and cultural institutions can meet 
the needs of mothers in arts, they are well-positioned to retain female talent and enjoy the ad-
vantages of a diverse leadership team.
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The first alternative art project from Azerbaijan in Venice and why is it important to support 
grassroot initiatives.  
 The first years of its independence Azerbaijan, a new country on a post-Soviet politi-
cal map with a very difficult name to pronounce yet to remember, was known as a conflict zone 
with vast oil resources. Apart from political journalists and oil sector businessmen, Azerbaijan 
would rarely interest anyone else. 2012 Eurovision, the first among many major international 
sport and cultural events, promoted the country as a unique blend of Oriental and Western 
civilizations.
 Many if not all contemporary artists from Azerbaijan have referred to a carpet or 
other crafts making traditions, yet very few could articulate the reason why they chose carpets 
as subject-matter or medium. Reflecting this fashionable local trend, for several editions in a 
row, Western curators invited to represent National Pavilion at Venice Biennial would make 
group shows reshuffling two dozen contemporary Azerbaijani artists and having at least one 
‘carpet’ artwork - woven, photographed, drawn, used as decoration pattern, digitized. Main-
stream contemporary art from Azerbaijan deviates more towards decoration which is easier to 
attribute and connect with the country’s identity and heritage whereas most of the conceptual 
artworks remain local without making one step further to become glocal - a business term 
that Encyclopedia Britannica explains as “simultaneous occurrence of both universalizing and 
particularizing tendencies in contemporary social, political, and economic systems”. This situ-
ation, however, is not exclusive to Azerbaijan: one observes similar trends in the neighbouring 
countries and across the Caspian Sea. Unsurprisingly these are Post-Soviet republics that thirty 
years after the collapse of the Union are forming their intellectual basis and shape national 
identity. 
 Short-lived Wings of Time art association founded by the late Leyla Akhundzadeh 
has inspired Aida Makhmudova to build Yarat Contemporary Art Space – a Baku-based insti-
tution that consistently supports and help the sustainable development of the local art commu-
nity. Yet, as a non-profit Yarat cannot alone fulfil the mission of broadening the perception of 
what is art working in parallel with general audience and professional art community through 
exhibitions and events programming and commissioning artworks to international and local 
artists to expand its collection. Interest in collecting contemporary art still has to pick up as 
without it Azerbaijani artists struggle to create contemporary forms of expressions.
 When there are no opportunities, one should create them: an ‘alternative Azerbaijan 
Biennial pavilion’ to showcase of Turandokht. Radio Riddles migrating sound installation in 
the oldest and largest Venetian private garden was organized within less than a month by a 
small group of enthusiasts. Coincidentally, a private garden was within a walking distance 
from the Accademia Bridge and Campo San Stefano, where traditionally Azerbaijan National 
Pavilion. As a result, May 9, an opening of National Pavilion was chosen for showcasing Tu-

randokht. Radio Riddles, a five-channel radio installation resulted from collaboration between 
Farhad Farzaliyev, Leyli Salayeva, Asli Samadova and Jahangir Selimkhanov, found home for 
a day. Fascinated by the centuries-long journey of narrative fragment from the Seven Beauties 
poem (1197) by Azerbaijanian poet Nizami Ganjavi (1141-1209), the team studied the original 
plot. A wise and self-sufficient Slavonic beauty declares she will marry only her equal, and 
thus tests her suitors with riddles. Only the brave and wise successfully pass all challenges to 
conquer the special heart. A quest for a personal identity and asking a question what is it to 
be an Azerbaijani woman living for most of her adult life abroad. Surprisingly, some answers 
were found in medieval literature.  Nizami Ganjavi is as important for Azerbaijanis as Dante 
for Italians, Goethe for Germans or Pushkin for Russians. He wrote predominantly in Persian 
language, but presumably never left Ganja, the second largest city of present-day Azerbaijan, 
yet his influence is spread across a wide territory – Caucasus, Middle East, Central Asia and 
North Africa. Unlike Rumi or Omar Khayyam he is still has to be discovered in the West. His 
influence in Western culture is not known outside narrow academic circle: the plot and its 
slight adaptations are found in the writings of the Frenchman François Pétis de la Croix (1653-
1713), the Italian Carlo Gozzi (1720-1806), and the German authors Friedrich von Schiller 
(1759-1805), Karl Gustav Vollmöller (1878-1948) and Bertolt Brecht (1898-1956). A nameless 
princess from Nasrin Nush’s story became the famous literary figure Turandot, princess from 
China. The plot further migrated into music: the German composer Carl Maria von Weber 
(1786-1826), the Italians Ferruccio Busoni (1866-1924) and Giacomo Puccini (1858-1924), 
and the Briton Havergal Brian (1876-1972) are among those who composed operas on this 
subject.  
 The amount of work and a number of collaborators - over 40 actors, musicians, com-
posers - involved in the creative process makes Turandokht. Radio Riddles one of the most 
complex artworks ever made in Azerbaijan. The artwork is both light and overwhelming, hu-
morous and deeply sensitive, combining fiction and personal confessions. It touches many hot 
buttons of modern society in a series of interviews and poetry recitals: cultural and self-iden-
tity, solitude, empowerment, relationships and balance with oneself and outer world, building 
priorities. These topics make Turandokht. Radio Riddles a multilayer piece that requires time 
and concentration. It re-explores popular sound material, mixes and distorts it along with text. 
So, Nessun Dorma, which is sung in by a tenor in Puccini’s opera Turandot, is voiced in the 
sound installation’s multiverse by a countertenor, a chorus of female voices and even a vocalo-
id (computer programme). Another famous piece, Le Cygne by Camille Saint-Saëns, illustrates 
the reverse journey of a classical European music piece into Eastern classical music traditions. 
The composition is recorded in Azerbaijan mugham modes* on the Medieval musical instru-
ments mentioned in Nizami’s poetry. The modality of riddle is continued in poetic texts trans-
lated into different languages.  
 Almost like an initial message in the game of Chinese whispers, Nizami Ganjavi’s 
plot has passed through countless transformations over the centuries. The creators of Turan-
dokht. Radio Riddles have taken the process further, to imagine what kind of person Niza-
mi’s protagonist, a smart and astute princess, would become in modern times; what would 
her thoughts and essence be? As a result, they have created a composite portrait of someone 
simultaneously strong and vulnerable. The sound installation thus immerses a listener into 
carefully constructed fantasy world of a present-day Turandot, a protagonist of Giacomo Puc-
cini’s eponymous opera, one of the most recognizable works based on Nizami’s plot. Centuries 
long transformations of the story are traced in the sound installation which is an allegory of the 
shifts in gender attitudes and cross-fertilizing cultural mutations that have taken place throug-
hout human history. For example, tenor arias are sung by sopranos, European 19th century 
classical music is performed on medieval Azerbaijani instruments, due to English grammar 
construction some texts are gender-neutral. Sound material is mixed and distorted along with 
text, creating a variety of possibilities to experience and interpret the artwork.
 The Venetian garden opened up new possibilities and pushed the creative boundaries 
for artist Farhad Farzaliyev who engages in anthropological research on the Azerbaijan cul-
tural context and the cataloguing of striking forms of neo-folklore. Farhad mixes puns, social 
content and self-irony in his works by using paintings, objects, video and sound. His artistic 
practice is deeply intellectual reflected in multiple layers of experiencing his artworks. With 
the nonlinear narration and overlapping sound, Turandokht. Radio Riddles offered a unique 
experience to each visitor: interaction is deeply personal and unique since one’s body place-
ment, even its slight tilt or move would affect what a person would hear in a given moment. 
The further one walks and the longer one listens to the radio emissions, the deeper and more 
confessional they become. Turandokht. Radio Riddles is a poetic multiverse of possibilities in 
the quest for love striving to rebirth its essence. It is a refuge from reality, a spiritual delve into 
polyphony of sound in an attempt to reach catharsis.

* Azerbaijan polyphonic folk music traditions. In total, there are seven main modes aka. mug-
ham (Rast, Shur, Segah, Shushtar, Bayaty-Shiraz, Chahargah, Humayun)

Turandokht. Radio Riddles was brought to Venice by Ta(r)dino 6, an independent self-funded 
art project that supports artists from Azerbaijan and beyond. Founded in early 2019, it unites 
experienced art professionals passionate about what they do. Ta(r)dino 6 Venice project beca-
me the first to present contemporary art from Azerbaijan in a non-institutional environment 
during the most institutional art event – the 58th Venice Biennial 2019.

TURANDOKHT. RADIO RIDDLES
THE FIRST ALTERNATIVE ART PROJECT FROM 

 AZERBAIJAN IN VENICE. 

Contemplation by Asli Samadova
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